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Abstract

In this article, the authors will discuss the benefits of using modern interaction technologies as
part of content- and task-based teaching of non-normative Russian.
Our learners, born after 1980 and known as the “Millennials” or “Generation Google,” require
new approaches in the second language teaching. Task and content-based instruction with a
broad use of modern interaction technologies (i.e. social media, blogging and multimedia) will
contribute to the efficient acquisition of the target language along with optimization of learning
and outcomes.
The benefits of interaction technologies in language education are multifold. The most prominent
of them is individualization of the learning process, an especially important feature for the
“Millennials,” who, in Susan Reese’ words are technologically savvy, confident, and achieving;
who like to work independently but at the same time are team-oriented. (2010, p. 34)
This paradigm shift in learning style and channels of the last decade coincides with the dramatic
changes that Russia has gone through since the collapse of the Soviet Union in just about every
area of its identity from political and economic to social and cultural. Within less than two
decades, the language has gone through such a liberalization process that some people call the
current form of Russian a foreign language for its native speakers. Youth slang and borrowings
are by far the most evident manifestation of this trend. We will consider them from the ILR
perspective and will discuss the implications of teaching the Russian colloquialisms through the
use of modern interaction technologies.
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The video created by Michael Wesch in collaboration with 200 students at Kansas State
University piqued our interest and encouraged us to develop the topic further.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGCJ46vyR9o
The message in this video is clear - there is a growing disconnect between the education
system and modern means of communication and learning. I would say stronger: the education
system is falling far behind the modern means of communication and learning. Our students
want the knowledge they acquire in a classroom to be relevant and applicable to their lives and
future careers. They demand to have a choice in how, what and when to learn. As teachers, we
ought to better understand today's learners and deliver on the promise of a real-world education.
Today's learners are rising adults, born since 1980, known as the Millenials, or Google
Generation, or Net Geners. The main characteristics of the Millennials, in Susan Reese’s words
(2010, p. 34) are confidence and a drive for achievement. They prefer to work independently but
at the same time are team-oriented. Referring to McBroom, Susan Reese says: “one of the best
things about Millenials is that they are perfectly equipped to go out and find input on their own.”
(2010, p. 35) Individualization of the learning process is an important feature for the Millennials.
They are also very technologically savvy. The Net Generation thinks, and processes information,
differently from previous generations.
Understanding the “Net Geners” (Tapscott, 1998, p. 122) will help educators replace the
old teaching model with a new one. The existing system of education, “one-size-fits-all,” was
designed for the Industrial Age more than a century ago and has not been changed since. The
black- or whiteboard is still the main instructional tool in the classroom in many places. Through
the decades the mode of information delivery has been via teacher-centered, rather than student-
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centered instruction. As Tapscott emphasizes, it is time “to focus on the student,” and “instead
of lecturing, teachers should interact with students and help them discover the topic for
themselves.” (ibid.) John Hollon (2008) also has predicted in that “[o]nce this generation fully
takes over, our (educators’) workplaces will never be the same.” (p.4)
Public reaction to the digital revolution of the last decades in terms of teaching style and
channels of learning varies. Some educators are concerned that technology will minimize the
role of the teacher; they believe that there is no alternative to face-to-face interaction. Others
argue that interactive technology and multimedia are routine for the Digital Generation and that
Generation Google requires new approaches to teaching.
The Internet provides numerous advantages for language learning; it is a very powerful
tool for communication beyond the classroom environment. A very important feature of modern
technologies, especially for language learning, is immediate access to authentic materials,
including visual, audio and textual resources. Online learning provides flexibility for adding and
updating authentic materials in a timely manner. Another value of modern technologies is that
they allow teachers not only to keep students on-task but also to integrate context-, content- and
resource-based learning. The combination of these is crucial for the assimilation of material and
for the teaching process in general. Another advantage is the capacity for spontaneous studentstudent and student-teacher communication via online forum or chat. It’s hard to underestimate
the motivational factor of technology for the new generation of learners as well. Even those
introverts, who are reluctant to participate in the formal classroom setting, become more
confident and active in the safe haven of online interaction.
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As mentioned earlier, individualization of the learning process is an especially important
proposition for the Millennials. Technologies allow them to choose their own learning strategy.
For example, for auditory learners, video clips might be distractive for the purpose of listening
comprehension; they would prefer only an audio file. Meanwhile, for visual learners, listening
comprehension would be enhanced by video. Students feel flexible to make their own choice
when and where to learn, as well as at which pace. They can watch any authentic video clip, or
listen to authentic conversations over and over again.
In short, the best value of modern technology and social networking, in particular, is that
students can work independently, which perfectly matches the characteristics of the Net
generation. At the same time social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, etc. allow them to
work collaboratively. Typically, native speakers eagerly join online groups and this collaboration
enhances cultural awareness, which is especially important for advanced second language
learners. In other words, modern interactive technologies create a student-centric, cross-cultural
and collaborative learning environment. We know that the Internet and multimedia applications
have brought people and cultures closer. Edwina Spodark (2010), a professor of French and chair
of the Modern Languages Department at Hollins University in Virginia notes that “students
today are very interested in trying to understand and appreciate other cultures – maybe more than
even previous ones”. (p. 39)
In the context of learning Russian, the paradigm shift in teaching style and
learning channels of the last decade coincides with the dramatic changes that Russia has gone
through since the collapse of the Soviet Union in just about every area of its identity politically,
economically, socially, and culturally. The most striking of these changes is the linguistic one,
witnessed in the area of the Russian lexicon. The pace and magnitude of these lexicon changes
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have been astounding. Within less than two decades, the language has gone through such a
liberalization process that some people call the current form of Russian a foreign language for its
native speakers.
It is quite interesting that in discussing the issues of lexical changes in today’s Russian,
several public figures and researchers have drawn a distinct parallel between the on-going
changes in the languages of the 90-s and the post-revolution years. They note that both periods
share such common features as “huge influx of new words (новояз), great expansion of foreign
words, legalization of the obscene language not only among the teenagers but also in the
literature, cinema, and mass media” (Basinsky P., 2007, p.1).
Youth slang is a unique and complex phenomenon. It is comprised of two types of words:
some created from originally Russian stems, others from English words by adding Russian wordformative suffixes. For examples, the first type is illustrated by words like оттяг - rest,
тусовка - socializing, прикол - joke/fun, прокол - failure, шнурки в стакане - the parents are
in, лох - a fool, за/косить - to avoid army, кирять - to drink alcohol (Shkapenko, T. &
Huebner, F., 2005); and the second type – by words like олды - parents, даун - stupid person,
баксы - bucks, мэйло - e-mail (ibid.); надринкаться - to get sizzled (Ryazanova-Clarke L. &
Wade, T., 1999); янговый (молодой) - young, френдовый (принадлежащий другу) – friend’s,
прайсовый (денежный) – having money, хитовый (популярный) – top popular (Bukina, E.V.,
2004).
Borrowing words from other languages (Russian term - заимствования) is also a wellknown linguistic process that usually takes place when the borrowing language does not have
certain concepts and takes them from another language. The massive process of borrowing
English words in Russian reflects the radical societal changes in the country, bringing up a
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significant number of various types of terminology - technical, political, economic, etc.: e.g.,
брифинг, рейтинг, консенсус, мониторинг, саммит, конверсия, and so on. These words
continue to function in Russian with the same meaning and in similar contexts as they do in
English. The problem is, however, that besides the words that express new concepts for the
Russian society, many other words, borrowed from English, have parallel equivalents in Russian.
For example, стагнация means застой, киллер means убийца, слоган means лозунг, etc.
(paradoxically enough, the word лозунг is originally a loan word also, but from German).
Indeed, abundance of borrowed words in mass media creates considerable problems for
understanding the text. For example: «Похоже, есть претензии у регулирующих органов к
поведению первичных дилеров (дельцов)». (Финансовые Известия, 1997) “There seem to be
complaints from the controlling bodies about the conduct of the initial dealers.” (Ryazanova Clarke, et., 1999, p.155); «Сцены с веселящимися на цветном экране хорошо одетыми
дядями и тетями, бесконечно жующими сладкий хлеб то ли презентационных
(демострируемых) фуршетов (буфетов), то ли фуршетных (буфетных) презентаций
(демонстраций), вряд ли состыкуются в детских головках с кадрами страшных выпусков
новостей [о войне в Чечне], ненадолго прерывающих хохот и несвязный треп ведущих.»
(Литературная газета, 7 февраля 1996) “The scenes on the colour screen of well-dressed
uncles and aunties enjoying themselves and endlessly chewing delicacies, either from
presentational buffets or from buffet presentations, will hardly be linked in children’s little heads
with terrifying scenes in new broadcasts [about the war in Chechnia], which for a short time
interrupted the laughter and incoherent blethering of the television presenters” (Ryazanova Clarke, et., 1999, p. 158)
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The situation is heightened by youth slang created from English words, to the extent that
some newspapers, such as “Аргументы и факты”, “Независимая газета,” etc., provided
glossaries of youth language to help readers without a knowledge of English. For ex.: “Чем
запомнилась поездка? Шопингом, конечно! Но шопингистки из нас ещё те.” – what made
the trip memorable? Shopping, of course! But we are the kind of shoppers…” (Аргументы и
факты 2009, # 34); “Вам тут... кэш снимать” – Here is the place to withdraw cash…”; “…с
диваном в стиле xай-тек и реперской шапочке.. Маруся… изучала меню новенького…
мобильного телефона” – “… with a high-tech-style sofa… Marusya studied the manual of her
new cell phone.” (Робски, O., 2007).
There are two opposing public reactions to the language changes: some find them a
degradation of the Russian language, while others accept the changes as natural processes.
Critics’ opinions also vary: there are those who are irritated by the immense flow of
“Americanisms” into the Russian language, and those who are especially concerned with the
permeation of criminal jargon in the literary language. For example, Ernst Neizvestnyj comments
on both phenomena this way: «Литературный язык сегодня – это иностранный язык.
Нормальный же язык – это смесь заблатнённого языка (жаргона) с канцелярским клише.»
(Шкапенко Т., Хюбнер Ф., 7)

(“Literary language today is a foreign language. And the

normal, every-day language is a mixture of criminal jargon with bureaucratic clichés.”)
Victor Sadovnichy, Rector of Moscow State University expressed his concern: «Пренебрежение
к русскому языку, мат становятся нормой жизни. Иногда я не понимаю, о чем говорят два
студента»“Аргументы и Факты” (2009, # 13). ("A lack of regard for the Russian language and
swearing are becoming a norm in life. Sometimes, I cannot understand what two students are
talking about.")
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Another critic of the degrading language practice, Vasilieva J. (2008) emphasizes the
importance of protecting the Russian language. She, along with many others, unyieldingly stands
for preservation of the literary normative style and against any deviation from the standard use of
the Russian language.
In order to understand what has been causing such a dynamic influx of colloquialisms in
the daily lexicon and mass media, more and more specialists have been studying this
phenomenon from different perspectives. For example, Chokhonelidze (2007) believes that this
is due to a new perception of the norm itself. He considers the expansion of colloquialisms in the
language of today’s Russian mass media along a tripartite continuum: standard, sub-standard and
non-standard, in which “standard” refers to the literary language (литературный язык), “substandard” to the colloquial (разговорный язык), and “non-standard” to slang (просторечие). He
finds that the contemporary mass media language represents a mixture of the three, bending for
sub-standard and non-standard.
From the sociolinguistic perspective, the ongoing changes in contemporary Russian
reflect the processes in the social- and psycho-dynamics, as well as in the development of social
ideas and morals. Thus, the colloquial non-codified language has become a serious rival of the
standard language, and even though it cannot replace the latter completely, many elements of it
will take root and persist. The radical transformation of the Russian language during the last two
decades as well as the passionate and controversial reaction of the public indicate that these
changes are far-reaching and fundamental. They reflect major societal shifts in Russia, the most
crucial of which is the liberalization of the totalitarian stagnant society.
Even though a strong criticism of the new trends in the Russian language is wide-spread,
more lenient reactions exist as well. For example, academician V. G. Kostomarov believes that
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an intrusion of foreign words into the “mighty” Russian language makes it more flexible and
attuned to the contemporary reality: «Mогучий от природы русский язык от вторжения
иностранных слов становится лишь более гибким и соответствующим современной
действительности» (1999, p. 81). ("The naturally mighty Russian language becomes even more
flexible and adept to the modern reality from the invasion of foreign words.")
In this respect, Shkapenko and Huebner refer to the famous words of Pushkin about the
Russian language, who defined it as receptive of foreign words, adoptive and compatible,
capable of taking in a great deal, yet being able to preserve itself: «Русский язык
снисходителен к чужим словам, переимчив и общителен, способен принять многое,
сохранив себя» (2005, p. 81).
Some scholars admit that although the colloquial language cannot replace the standard
language, there is a reason to believe that many colloquial words will, at one point, become the
norm. This prediction is proving true as demonstrated by the language reforms in Russia,
announced on September 1, 2009.
In light of the remarkable ongoing developments in the Russian lexicon, we tend to side
with those who accept the changes, viewing them as natural processes that take place in the
course of language evolution. The scope and magnitude of these changes are so evidential that it
makes sense to accept them as a matter of fact. In our era, mass media is an extremely powerful
means of communication. Therefore, the trend of the Russian mass media embracing and
utilizing various types of jargon and borrowings cannot be ignored or discredited. We believe
that in the field of teaching Russian as a foreign language, this type of new vocabulary should
also be taken into consideration. Often a foreigner with a high level of language knowledge finds
himself “lost in translation” in the country of the target language. Learners of Russian need to be
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familiar with the most frequently used colloquialisms in everyday conversations; they need to
understand the passionate polemics of Russians in the press and on the TV, worded in a highly
figurative language.
There are several dictionaries on Russian slang. Can they help a foreigner in real-world
situations? To a certain extent they may. Will he feel comfortable and confident participating in a
conversation with native speakers who routinely use colloquialisms? Unlikely. How do educators
help students become more active and confident participants in the country of the target
language, and make their speaking skills more natural and less bookish? As the adage goes,
language is transmitted through culture and vice versa. Modern interactive technologies,
collaboration tools and social media can help bridge the gap and aid our students to better
understand native speakers.
To experiment with online channels, I created a phraseology blog, which embeds short
audio and video files of the authentic materials. Colloquial expressions are chosen randomly
from works of modern authors and mass media. A teacher can create meaningful tasks, add
materials and constantly update the site. Students can comment and ask questions. In addition, I
created a study group on Facebook as a companion to the blog and a place where students can
maintain a threaded discussion among themselves, with the teacher and external native speakers.
The teacher is available for guidance, monitoring, discussion and feedback. The interactive
technologies allow teachers to create, update and expand the tasks that can be adjusted for
different learning styles - something that is much harder to achieve in a traditional classroom.
Moreover, technology facilitates developing of high order thinking skills (HOTS), leading
learners to generate ideas, synthesize information, analyze authentic materials and express their
opinion. Students can listen, read and watch authentic materials as often as needed and
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continuously partake in a conversation with native speakers, not limited in time or space of a
classroom. The participation of the latter is particularly useful in the context of applying the
newly acquired vocabulary. Such an open social media channel like Facebook provides this
opportunity whereas the "walled garden" platforms like Blackboard do not. The purpose of this
experiment is to help our net-savvy students to familiarize themselves with and recognize the
new vocabulary layer, which has not been included in the curriculum.
We would like to underline that this experiment is a conceptual example of new approaches to
teaching our digital learners. This conceptual approach can be used to compensate insufficiently
presented colloquial language in tight curricula. It can be employed in different ways, within
variety of topics and tasks that can be adjusted to the level of your learners and to the goals of a
specific program.
In conclusion, the use of internet and multimedia channels advantageous for both parties:
teachers and students. For teachers it allows not only to keep students on-task but also to
integrate context-, content- and resource-based learning; moreover, it provides flexibility for
adding and updating authentic materials. For learners, the benefits are obviously broader in
scope. Use of variety of online applications available today connect students, engage them in the
learning process; collaboration channels of their choice inspire them. Interactive technologies aid
our students to better understand native speakers and lead to greater socio-cultural awareness of
the target language country. To sum up modern interactive technologies, collaboration tools and
social media can help bridge the gap between growing disconnect of the today’s education
system and modern means of communication and learning.
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Appendix
http://phraseology.elenahotaling.com/темы/
Screenshots of the video clip with examples of tasks.
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